Abstract-In this work, a constant time Quantum searching algorithm over a datasets is proposed and subsequently the algorithm is executed in real chip quantum computer developed by IBM Quantum experience (IBMQ). QISKit, the software platform developed by IBM is used for this algorithm implementation. Quantum interference, Quantum superposition and phase shift of quantum state applied for this constant time search algorithm. The proposed quantum algorithm is executed in QISKit SDK local backend 'local_qasm_simulator', real chip 'ibmq_16_melbourne' and 'ibmqx4' IBMQ. Result also suggest that real chip ibmq_16_melbourne is more quantum error or noise prone than ibmqx4.
Introduction:
After a decade of exhaustive research on Quantum computing, it becomes a reality and extensive focus is given by researcher and industry. Exponential time problems or super polynomial time problems can be solvable in polynomial time using Quantum computing i.e. all NP problems can be solvable in polynomial time. The reduced polynomial time solvable Quantum algorithm development is an emerging field of research in Quantum Computing (QC). In the year of 2017, IBM Quantum Experience (IBMQ) the QC research initiative first lunch 5 Qubits Quantum computer in cloud service [1] [2] . IBM QISKit is a software platform developed by IBM, accelerates the QC research interest. The dream of Richard Feynman and Toffoli is becoming reality [3] [4] . The superposition, interference and entanglement are very interesting and spooky phenomenon. In Quantum computer quantum bits or qubits is primary unit and unlike classical bits or cbits. Qubit can be represented as |0 , |1 and superposition of |0 and |1 . The superposition of |0 and |1 can be represented as | = |0 + |1 , where , are two complex numbers such that 2 + 2 = 1. where | 2 | and | 2 | are the probability to be |0 and |1 respectively. if | 2 | =0 the quantum state | = |1 and if 2 = 0 the quantum state | = |0 i.e. the probability of quantum state to become |1 and |0 is 1 respectively and otherwise | represent the superposition of |0 and |1 . The entangled state of n qubits produce equivalent 2 n cbits computation.
Entanglement in quantum computation empowered the computational aspect i.e. n qubits computer is equivalent to 2 n cbit classical computer. In the year of 1996, Lov. K. Grover first proposed a Ο Quantum search algorithm to search a over unsorted data set by means of amplitude amplification technique [5] . In 2008, Ahmed Younes demonstrated constant time quantum search algorithm over unstructured list to get yes/no answer with certainty [6] .
In this research work, we proposed a constant running time quantum search algorithm for unique match over random datasets. The proposed algorithm is executed in IBMQ quantum experience QISKit software platform. The proposed quantum circuit is executed in real chip ibmq_16_melbourne and ibmqx4 quantum computer using cloud service [1] [2] .
Rest of the paper is organized as follows, the Section 2, demonstrate the basic Quantum gates. In section 3, related work is explored. The proposed algorithm is reported in section 4. The simulation, execution and validation of proposed algorithm is demonstrated in section 5. Finally, the conclusion is drawn in section 6.
Basic Quantum Gates
a. CNOT or control NOT: CNOT is a basic Quantum gate in quantum computing. In the operational principle, the CNOT gate flips the second the quantum bit(termed as target bit), if first quantum bit(known as control bit) is | 1 , otherwise it will remain same. The operation of a 2-qubit CNOT gate is described as shown at equation 1 [7] [8] [9] .
The unitary matrix representation of a CNOT gate is given by Another very important operator is phase shift gate in quantum computing [7] [8] [9] . More over generally shift gate is expressed in following matrix form.
As this gate shift the relative phase of amplitude and , so it is known as phase shift gate. Z gate, S gate and T gate are the example of phase shift gate, where θ is π, π/2, and π/ 4 respectively. d. Hadamard gate: Hadamard gate, denoted by H is one of the prime member in quantum computing family.. In computational basis, the hadamard gate has turned to state that had probability 2 of a systems finding state | 0 into a state that has probability 2 of finding the system in state | + and had 
Related works
In 1996, Lov. K. Grover, first introduced a quantum search algorithm and formally known as Grover's search algorithm [5] . In this works, Grover described that in a telephone directory, there are N numbers of telephone numbers and telephone numbers are ordered completely random in order. The searching of one telephone numbers in classical algorithm required Ο running time. Grover has shown that in Quantum algorithm running time required Ο . In Grover's algorithm, along with quantum interference and superposition of state the amplitude amplification technique is utilized to increase the amplitude of desire quantum state i.e. search key ( 0 ).
In this algorithm [5, [10] [11] , the first step of algorithm is started with 'n' numbers of quantum register of 'n' qubits, where 'n' is required to specify N=2 n numbers of search space and all 'n' qubits are initialized to |0 . In step 2, The 'n' Parallel Hadamard gate is applied each 'n' qubits. Resultant will caused a quantum interference among 'n' qubits and it is called as Hadamard transformation. The Hadamard transformation is represented by ⊗ | = Recently, in 2008, Ahmed Younes proposed constant time Quantum search algorithm using entanglement and phase shifts based on Hamming distance [6] . To make an item using phase shift of and an oracle is given by = (4) and to make an item entangled, an oracle is defined as | , = | , ⊕
In this algorithm both entanglement and phase shift of is used where an oracle is form of where is defined as
Proposed Algorithm
In this proposed quantum search algorithm, the algorithm required 'n' numbers of quantum register of 'n' qubits, where 'n' is required to specify N=2 n numbers of search space and all 'n' qubits are initialized to |0 . In this algorithm, a constant number of transformation is took place. At first setup an oracle 'O' , black box that will modify the system depending on whether it is in the configuration we are searching for, let is search key. The oracle function is defined system state as shown in equation 7 .
and n parallel Hadamard gate is applied over each n-qubit i.e. Hadamard transformation is applied over search space | , which can be defined by equation 8 .
Subsequently, Apply the Z transformation over | 2 1 and doted by
After Z transformation output is applied to Hadamard transformation over | ′ 2 ′ 1 as a result we have
Next, we define a quantum interference and function ( , ) = | , ⊕ . The quantum state | ′′ 1 and | ′′ 2 applied to function ( , ) where , represent | ′′ 1 and | ′′ 2 . Finally, the output is measured from lower n-qubit. Result will show the certainty for given search key. The Algorithm is shown bellow Step1: The oracle defined system state as
Step2: Perform hadamard transform of | .
Step3: Apply Z transformation to perform 180 0 phase shift over | 1 and | 2 .
Step 4: ∀ i = 1 to n Perform Hadamard transformation over | ψ′ 1 and | ψ′ 2 .
Then,
Step 5: Apply function ( , ) = | , ⊕ over | ′′ 1 and | ′′ 2
Step 6: Measure the lower n-qubit, shows the certainty for given search key x s . Figure 4 , depicted the step wise transformation over search space x and desire search key x s . In this proposed, it is clear that we need not have iteration unlike Grover's iteration. each step of transformation is required constant time. Hence, the running time of proposed quantum search algorithm is Ο(1) in which can shows the certainty for given search key x s . 
Experimental Result
The proposed quantum search algorithm is executed over IBM Quantum Experience (IBMQ) QISKit SDK [1] in python 3.6. let as assume that 2 numbers of quantum register of '2' qubits and N=2 2 search space. and search key | = | 01 . The corresponding quantum circuit and result is shown in figure 5 and 6 respectively.
